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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Perspectives and approaches on language evolution and human cognition {#sec002}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Origins and evolution of human language have recently obtained a wide scope of academic interests \[[@pone.0142281.ref001]--[@pone.0142281.ref004]\]; in particular, origins and evolution of *language faculty* (the set of competencies for grasping and using any natural language \[[@pone.0142281.ref005]\]) have attracted not only linguists but also scholars from other relevant disciplines \[[@pone.0142281.ref006]--[@pone.0142281.ref010]\]. Per this topic, the 'saltational' views \[[@pone.0142281.ref011],[@pone.0142281.ref012]\] highlight the dissociation of language from cognition, and ascribe the uniqueness of language to catastrophic mutations \[[@pone.0142281.ref013]\] or human/language-specific mechanisms (e.g., recursion \[[@pone.0142281.ref005],[@pone.0142281.ref014]\]). By contrast, the 'gradualist' views stress that the components of the language faculty must have derived from domain-general abilities shared by humans and other animals \[[@pone.0142281.ref006],[@pone.0142281.ref015],[@pone.0142281.ref016]\], via a series of Darwinian natural selection \[[@pone.0142281.ref017],[@pone.0142281.ref018]\] or *coevolution* (the process whereby organisms adjust selective pressures on others, and meanwhile, receive influential feedback on selections toward their own \[[@pone.0142281.ref019]\]) \[[@pone.0142281.ref020],[@pone.0142281.ref021]\] in a *cultural niche* \[[@pone.0142281.ref022]--[@pone.0142281.ref024]\].

Among the 'gradualist' views, some argue that sufficiently-high degrees of domain-general, socio-cognitive abilities in humans must be prerequisite for language and human communication \[[@pone.0142281.ref025]--[@pone.0142281.ref027]\]; in other words, a set of fully-fledged cognitive abilities constitute a "language-ready" brain \[[@pone.0142281.ref010]\]. By contrast, others advocate that along with language evolution, communicative success in the human cultural niche serves as the driving force for selecting language-related cognitive abilities in humans \[[@pone.0142281.ref006],[@pone.0142281.ref017],[@pone.0142281.ref021],[@pone.0142281.ref023],[@pone.0142281.ref028]\]; that is to say, the domain-general abilities for language might not have been fully-fledged in humans at the time of language origin, and the distinctive degree differences in those abilities between humans and other species could result from subsequent selections on those abilities along with language evolution. Regarding the mechanisms refining language-related cognitive abilities, some theories suggest that natural selection must play a leading role in choosing capable language users for reproduction and spreading their advanced language-related cognitive abilities \[[@pone.0142281.ref017],[@pone.0142281.ref023],[@pone.0142281.ref029]\], whereas other hypotheses claim that cultural evolution alone can account for the recruitment of cognitive abilities and the origin of syntax \[[@pone.0142281.ref030],[@pone.0142281.ref031]\].

At least two aspects of evidence are needed to evaluate these contradictory perspectives: the evidence that development of idiolects or understandability of communal language correlates with socio-cognitive abilities; and the evidence that communicative success can trigger necessary adjustment on the degrees of related socio-cognitive abilities among language users. Psychological, genetic, and neuroscience studies on subjects exhibiting a variety of impairments on both cognitive and linguistic abilities have consistently demonstrated that a continuum of cognitive abilities resulting from certain neural or genetic influence could cause apparent order-disorder dichotomy in language performance \[[@pone.0142281.ref032]--[@pone.0142281.ref035]\]. Comparative research has also revealed that compared to humans many nonhuman species possess relatively-low degrees of certain socio-cognitive abilities and lack communication systems as sophisticated as language (e.g., \[[@pone.0142281.ref008],[@pone.0142281.ref009],[@pone.0142281.ref016]\]).

From an evolutionary perspective, the approaches based on human adults, pre-language children, and contemporary social animals offer no clues to the second aspect of evidence, because apart from the ultimate outcome (having language and fully-fledged cognition in humans, but not in nonhuman species), they could not reflect any intermediate evolutionary stages of language and human cognition. Relying solely on comparative findings between humans and nonhuman species or between normal and deficit children may even lead to presumptuous claims that high levels of certain abilities (e.g., shared intentionality \[[@pone.0142281.ref025]\]) in humans are prerequisite for language acquisition and origin.

Noting these, scholars start to make use of other approaches to verify the evolutionary relation between language and cognition. A recently-adopted approach is computer simulation. It allows for manipulating individual activities and socio-cultural environments, thus offering a systematic and quantitative analysis of the theoretical claims about language evolution \[[@pone.0142281.ref036],[@pone.0142281.ref037]\]. In the past few decades, many computational models have been developed to address issues concerning language and its evolution. For example, Batali proposed an artificial neural network model simulating the origin of simple grammar \[[@pone.0142281.ref038]\], Kirby designed an iterated learning model tracing the origin of a compositional language via cultural transmission between generations of artificial language users \[[@pone.0142281.ref039]\], and Steels and colleagues developed a series of language game models illustrating the cultural evolution of complex grammatical constructions \[[@pone.0142281.ref031],[@pone.0142281.ref040]\]. Few of these models have targeted the evolutionary relations between language and cognitive abilities in humans. For example, Gong and Shuai have simulated a coevolution between language and *joint attention* (the socio-cognitive ability for establishing common ground in interactive activities \[[@pone.0142281.ref025]\]) \[[@pone.0142281.ref041]\]. This study provided supportive evidence for the coevolution between language and joint attention: the degree of joint attention appears correlated with linguistic mutual understandability; and communicative success can gradually boost an initially-low level of joint attention, and ratchet it to a sufficient level for the origin of a communal language with high understandability.

Apart from joint attention, linguistic communication also relies on other socio-cognitive abilities. A comprehensive validation of the possible coevolution between language and cognition calls for additional investigations on the possible coevolution between language and those abilities.

Coevolution scenario between language and memory capacity {#sec003}
---------------------------------------------------------

*Memory*, as cognitive processes to encode, store, or retrieve information, is one of fundamental requisites for communicative activities. In general, the memory system in humans consists of *short-term memory* (STM) and *long-term memory* (LTM) \[[@pone.0142281.ref042]\]. STM involves central executive (supervising related components or processes), phonological loop (recording sound or phonological stimuli), visuospatial sketchpad (holding visual or spatial information), and episodic buffer (integrating cross-domain information to form visual, spatial, or verbal units) \[[@pone.0142281.ref043]\]. Apart from recording environmental information, STM also serves as *working memory* (WM) for cognitive activities such as sensing, reasoning, and learning \[[@pone.0142281.ref044],[@pone.0142281.ref045]\]. LTM includes implicit memory and declarative memory. Declarative memory can be divided into episodic and semantic memories, both storing factual information, general knowledge, and personal experience \[[@pone.0142281.ref046]\] that are extracted from the information in STM \[[@pone.0142281.ref047]\]. STM is subject to disruption, whereas LTM, once consolidated, is stable. Information in STM also differs from that in LTM in terms of degrees of persistence and abstractness.

Language is the primary means of exchanging conceptual and semantic information in humans. The acquisition, processing, and evolution of language correlate with the memory system in many aspects. First, the memory components participate in many facets of language use. For example, phonological loop and visuospatial sketchpad help record meaning-utterance mappings recently obtained in communications, which constitute individual linguistic experience \[[@pone.0142281.ref048],[@pone.0142281.ref049]\]. Episodic and semantic memories help store acquired knowledge from individual experience for future communications. In addition, comparative evidence has revealed that STMs in humans and other animals have similar constraints \[[@pone.0142281.ref050],[@pone.0142281.ref051]\], whereas human LTM appears superior in the domain of language use. For example, nonhuman animals exhibit a low degree (in terms of duration and type of stored items) of episodic-like memory and such memory is used predominately for memorizing information about food or shelter locations, whereas the episodic and semantic memories in humans can not only store but also construct concrete and abstract knowledge of individual items, autobiographical events, and their correlations \[[@pone.0142281.ref016]\]. Furthermore, psycholinguistic studies have revealed many memory constraints on language use (e.g., \[[@pone.0142281.ref052],[@pone.0142281.ref053]\]) and a variety of memory deficits that could influence language acquisition and use (e.g., the short-term or working memory deficit \[[@pone.0142281.ref054]\], the phonological memory deficit \[[@pone.0142281.ref055]\], and the procedural or declarative memory deficit \[[@pone.0142281.ref056]\]).

Apart from psychological and comparative studies, there have been theoretical discussions highlighting the necessity of memory for language evolution (e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref057]--[@pone.0142281.ref059]\]). However, many of these theories (e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref009],[@pone.0142281.ref010]\]) directly presume a high degree of memory for language to emerge, without addressing evolutionary questions such as how memory capacities for language use are gradually formed and how memory and language influence each other during language evolution. In addition, due to lacking quantitative approaches, many theoretical discussions are restricted at a qualitative level, unable to illustrate the quantitative dynamics of the evolutions of language and memory system. Answers to these issues can shed important light on our understanding of the evolutionary relations between language and cognition \[[@pone.0142281.ref053]\].

In line with the coevolution hypothesis between language and cognition and inspired by the early simulation of the coevolution between language and joint attention, we propose a coevolution scenario for the development of memory capacity for language use during language origin. For the sake of simplicity, our scenario focuses in particular on the evolution of LTM, but involves both STM and LTM. It assumes that early hominins could temporarily record, in their STM units, meaning-utterance mappings obtained in recent communications with other individuals. Without preliminary linguistic knowledge, the meanings of such mappings were obtained mainly from nonlinguistic environmental cues. Given many of such linguistic instances, based on general learning mechanisms, early hominins could extract recurrent matching patterns between partial utterances and meanings from stored instances in their STMs, and allocate LTM units to store these patterns as acquired linguistic knowledge. At this stage, difference in individual LTM capacities could result in storing various amounts of linguistic knowledge, and thereby render distinct levels of communicative success among individuals. Accordingly, along with the origin of a communal language, natural and/or cultural selections could take effect to adjust individual LTM capacities.

Selecting models to simulate language-memory coevolution {#sec004}
--------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate the coevolution scenario using computer simulation, we need a language origin model that matches at least four criteria. Although there have been many multi-agent models implementing various aspects of coevolution during language evolution, these criteria make many of them not suitable to illustrate the language-memory coevolution.

First of all, the expected language origin model needs to explicitly separate the memory system into STM for recording exchanged linguistic instances and LTM for storing acquired knowledge. As stated above, STM and LTM differ in many aspects, and abstract knowledge in LTM (e.g., linguistic knowledge of lexical items and syntax) is often extracted from concrete examples in STM (e.g., utterances formed by linguistic knowledge). Such separation allows an exploration of the evolutions between language and a particular type of memory (e.g., LTM in our study). By contrast, many lexical evolution models \[[@pone.0142281.ref030]\] (e.g., the naming game \[[@pone.0142281.ref060]\] or the category game \[[@pone.0142281.ref061]\]) did not explicitly separate LTM from STM, and many syntactic evolution models (e.g., the iterated learning model \[[@pone.0142281.ref039]\]) lumped both concrete (holistic utterances exchanged) and abstract information (compositional knowledge) together in the same unlimited memory system.

Second, artificial individuals in the expected model can apply instance-based learning mechanisms to acquire linguistic knowledge, and the parameters controlling the learning mechanisms are relatively independent from those manipulating memory capacities. This allows studying the evolution of memory capacities under a general setting, independent of the effects of learning mechanisms or other factors.

Third, the expected model should contain informative indices tracing not only the origin of a communal language consisting of common knowledge shared by individuals, but also the adjustment on individual memory capacities. This helps illustrate the possible coevolution and discuss the respective and collective roles of natural and cultural selections in the coevolution. The iterated learning model \[[@pone.0142281.ref039]\] and its extensions (e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref062]\]) entangled lexical and syntactic knowledge, and the setting of single-individual generations made them hard to disentangle cultural and natural selections. In addition, due to the focus on the evolutions of grammatical constructions, artificial agents in many language game models (e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref040]\]) directly recruited relevant learning mechanisms to handle language materials, without manipulating their levels. This made these models unable to trace the coevolution between language and cognitive abilities during language origin, which manifests primarily in terms of level change in relevant cognitive abilities and linguistic understandability.

Fourth, the acquired linguistic knowledge in the expected model should not be limited to lexical items. This criterion makes sure that the emergent language in the model is distinct from lexicon-like communication systems as in some nonhuman species, and avoids showing a superficial correlation between language and memory (i.e., an increasing number of lexical items certainly requires an increase in memory capacity for storage). The outcome of the coevolution between language and memory capacity is not merely an increase in memory capacity for keeping relevant linguistic knowledge, but also a transition of linguistic knowledge to accommodate limited capacity. Such transition is collectively induced by individual learning mechanisms and acquired linguistic knowledge. It resolves the conflict between unlimited expressions and limited storing capacities, and allows language users to encode an unlimited number of meanings using a limited number of expressions. It is not evident in most animal communication systems, and cannot be observed in lexical evolution models without grammar learning mechanisms.

Considering these, we adopt the lexicon-syntax coevolution model \[[@pone.0142281.ref063],[@pone.0142281.ref064]\] in our study of language-memory coevolution. The model was first designed to simulate a collective acquisition of lexical items and constituent word orders out of a holistic protolanguage in a multi-agent population. In the model, artificial agents are equipped with both STM units to store exchanged meaning-utterance instances, and LTM units to record lexical and syntactic knowledge extracted from these instances. In addition, they apply domain-general abilities such as pattern extraction and sequential learning to acquire lexical and syntactic knowledge. These abilities resemble those used by language learning children \[[@pone.0142281.ref065]\] or early hominins \[[@pone.0142281.ref008],[@pone.0142281.ref066]\]. The initial holistic language resembles the hypothesized protolanguage of early hominids, and the origin of a compositional language comprising a common lexicon and consistent word orders follows some language origin scenarios \[[@pone.0142281.ref009],[@pone.0142281.ref066],[@pone.0142281.ref067]\]. Note that our study does not intend to validate any language origin scenarios; models following other scenarios are also acceptable provided that they match the above-mentioned four criteria.

Based on the theoretical framework adapted from the early simulation of the coevolution between language and joint attention \[[@pone.0142281.ref041]\], our simulations reveal an inherent coevolution between individual LTM capacity and the degree of mutual understandability of the emergent language: if the initial LTM capacity appears to be smaller than the full expressivity of the language, along with the origin of a communal language, the LTM capacity increases to better record acquired linguistic knowledge; and after reaching a sufficient degree, the LTM capacity will not change greatly. Statistical analyses further show that such coevolution is driven by communicative success during cultural transmissions and achieved mainly by natural selection.

These results provide supporting evidence for the coevolution hypotheses between language and related cognitive abilities, and suggest an alternative evolutionary trajectory, contrary to the saltational or prerequisite views \[[@pone.0142281.ref011],[@pone.0142281.ref012],[@pone.0142281.ref025]\], leading to the degree difference in language-related abilities between humans and nonhuman species. They also highlight the imperativeness of both biological and cultural transmissions for the coevolution, and trigger reconsideration on the clear-cut distinction between biological and cultural evolutions (e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref010]\]) and any biased views stressing the dominant roles of natural selection (e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref018]\]) or cultural selection (e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref031]\]) in language evolution.

In the following sections, we first introduce the language origin model, and then describe the theoretical framework and simulation setup. After that, we illustrate the results of five sets of simulations with and without natural and/or cultural selections. Finally, we summarize the language-memory coevolution manifest in these simulations, and discuss relevant challenges to the coevolution hypothesis between language and cognition.

Language Origin Model {#sec005}
=====================

Language and individuals {#sec006}
------------------------

The model encodes language as *meaning-utterance mappings* (*M-U mappings*). Artificial individuals share a semantic space that contains a fixed number of *integrated meanings*, each having a "*predicate*〈*agent*〉" or "*predicate*〈*agent*, *patient*〉" structure. These semantic structures are most frequent in world languages. Here, *predicate*, *agent*, and *patient* are thematic roles. *Predicates* refer to actions that individuals can conceptualize (e.g., "to run" or "to chase"), and *arguments* entities on or by which actions are performed (e.g., "fox" or "tiger"). Some predicates each take a single argument, e.g., "run〈tiger〉" ("a tiger is running"); others take two, e.g., "chase〈tiger, fox〉" ("a tiger is chasing a fox"), where the first constituent within〈〉, "tiger", denotes the *agent* (action instigator) of the predicate "chase", and the second, "fox", the *patient* (entity that undergoes the action) of the predicate. In this model, *agent* and *patient* constituents are animate and chosen from the same set. Comprehension needs both lexical knowledge to interpret semantic constituents and syntactic knowledge to clarify thematic roles (who is *agent* and who is *patient*). For the sake of simplicity, integrated meanings having identical *agent* and *patient* constituents (e.g., "fight〈fox, fox〉") are excluded.

We define the semantic space by specifying the respective numbers of semantic constituents being *agent*, *patient*, single- and double-argument *predicate*. For example, if there are 4 *agent* or *patient* constituents, 4 single- and 4 double-argument *predicate* constituents, the semantic space will contain 64 integrated meanings, 16 (4×4) of which are "*predicate*〈*agent*〉" meanings and 48 (4×4×(4--1)) are "*predicate*〈*agent*, *patient*〉" meanings. If the numbers of *agent*, *patient*, and *predicate* constituents are 5, there will be 125 (5×5+5×5×(5--1)) integrated meanings; and if the numbers are 6, there will be 216 (6×6+6×6×(6--1)) integrated meanings in the semantic space.

Integrated meanings are encoded into *utterances*, each consisting of a string of syllables chosen from a fixed signalling space. An utterance encoding an integrated meaning can be segmented into subparts, each mapping one or two constituents; and subparts can combine to form an integrated meaning.

Individuals are simulated as *artificial agents*, who, based on their learning mechanisms, can acquire linguistic knowledge from M-U mappings obtained in recent communications, and apply acquired knowledge to produce utterances encoding integrated meanings and to comprehend utterances into integrated meanings in communications with other agents.

Linguistic knowledge {#sec007}
--------------------

The model simulates three types of simple linguistic knowledge, namely lexicon, syntax, and categories (see [Fig 1](#pone.0142281.g001){ref-type="fig"} for examples). An individual's lexicon consists of a number of *lexical rules*. Some lexical rules are *holistic*, each mapping an integrated meaning onto an utterance, e.g., "run〈tiger〉" ↔ /abcd/ indicates that the integrated meaning "run〈tiger〉" can be encoded by the utterance /abcd/ as a whole, and also that /abcd/ can be decoded as "run〈tiger〉"; other lexical rules are *compositional*, each mapping one or two constituent(s) onto a subpart of an utterance, e.g., "fox" ↔ /ef/ or "chase〈wolf, \#〉" ↔ /gh\*i/ ("\#" denotes an unspecified constituent, and "\*" unspecified syllable(s)).

![Examples of lexical rules, syntactic rules, and categories.\
"\#" denotes unspecified constituents, and "\*" unspecified syllable(s). S, V, and O are syntactic roles of categories. Numbers in () denote rule strengths, and those in \[\] association weights. "\<\<" denotes the local order *before*, and "\>\>" *after*. Compositional rules can combine, if specifying each constituent in an integrated meaning exactly once, e.g., rules (c) and (d) can combine to encode "chase〈wolf, bear〉" with /ehfg/. Lexical and syntactic knowledge collectively encode integrated meanings, e.g., to express "fight〈wolf, fox〉" using the lexical rules in the S, V, and O categories and the syntactic rules SV and SO, the resulting sentence is /bcea/ or /bcae/, following SVO or SOV.](pone.0142281.g001){#pone.0142281.g001}

A *syntactic rule* encodes a local order (*before* or *after*, not necessarily immediately before or after) between two lexical rules or two sets (categories) of lexical rules.

Categories allow syntactic rules acquired from some lexical items to be applied to other lexical items having the same thematic role. A *category* contains a list of lexical rules and a list of syntactic rules. For the sake of simplicity, we simulate a nominative-accusative language and exclude passive voice. Accordingly, a category associating lexical rules encoding *agent* constituents can also be denoted as a subject (S) category, since *agent* corresponds to S. Similarly, *patient* corresponds to object (O), and *predicate* to verb (V). Then, a local order between two categories can be denoted by their syntactic roles, e.g., an order *before* between an S and a V category can be denoted by SV. S, V and O categories are among the most frequent linguistic categories in world languages.

To implement rule competition and forgetting, each lexical or syntactic rule is assigned a *strength* (within \[0.0, 1.0\], a newly-acquired rule has a strength 0.5), denoting the probability of successfully using it during communications. A compositional rule also has *association weights* (also within \[0.0, 1.0\], a newly-formed association has a weight 0.5) to categories involving it, indicating the probability of successfully applying the syntactic rules in those categories on it during communications.

Individual memory system {#sec008}
------------------------

Each agent uses STM to store M-U mappings obtained in recent communications in which this agent was the listener, and LTM to record acquired linguistic knowledge (lexical rules, syntactic rules, and categories) extracted from recorded instances in STM. One STM unit stores one M-U mapping, and one LTM unit one piece of linguistic rule.

Both STM and LTM have fixed capacities, but the contents in them are updated differently during communications. When STM is *full* (every unit is occupied by a mapping), a newly-obtained mapping replaces the oldest one. By contrast, when LTM is *full* (every LTM unit is taken by a linguistic rule), a newly-acquired rule replaces the one having the lowest rule strength. In addition, due to unsuccessful use and regular forgetting, some rules may have zero or negative rule strengths or associate weights to some categories, and such rules are immediately discarded from LTM.

Among the three types of linguistic rules, lexical rules are the most fundamental. Other types of rules are built upon lexical rules; syntactic rules record local orders between lexical rules, and categories specify which syntactic rules can be applied to which lexical rules. We limit the current study to the possible coevolution between language and the LTM capacity for lexical rules. Accordingly, we fix the STM capacity for M-U mappings and the LTM capacity for the other types of linguistic rules at *reasonable* levels, such that these capacities are neither too small to store sufficient M-U mappings and syntactic or categorical knowledge, nor too big such that they can unrealistically record every piece of linguistic instance or knowledge.

Language learning mechanisms {#sec009}
----------------------------

Agents use general learning mechanisms to acquire linguistic rules (see \[[@pone.0142281.ref063],[@pone.0142281.ref064]\] for details). Lexical rules are acquired from semantic constituent(s) and utterance syllable(s) that appear repetitively in two or more M-U mappings stored in the STM. New mappings, before being inserted to the STM, are contrasted with those already existent. For example, see [Fig 2](#pone.0142281.g002){ref-type="fig"}, by comparing the mappings "run〈fox〉"↔/dm/ and "run〈wolf〉"↔/acm/, an agent can detect the recurrent patterns "run〈\#〉" and /m/. If there is no lexical rule recording this mapping, the agent will create a lexical rule "run〈\#〉" ↔ /m/, and put it in the LTM.

![Examples of acquisition of syntactic categories and syntactic rules.\
M-U mappings are itemized by Arabic numbers, and lexical rules by Roman numbers.](pone.0142281.g002){#pone.0142281.g002}

Categories and syntactic rules are acquired based on the thematic roles of lexical rules and order relations of their utterances in M-U mappings stored in the STM. If an agent notices that in some mappings, the utterances of two or more lexical rules having the same thematic role appear consistently before (or after) the utterance of another lexical rule (or the utterances of another set (category) of lexical rules all having the same thematic roles), the agent can associate these lexical rules into a category having the corresponding syntactic role, create a syntactic rule to record the local order with respect to the other lexical rule(s), and put the syntactic rule to the same category. The category and syntactic rule are stored respectively in the corresponding LTMs for such knowledge.

For example, see [Fig 2](#pone.0142281.g002){ref-type="fig"}, evident in mappings (1) and (2), both syllables /d/ of rule (i) and /ac/ of rule (iii) precede /m/ of rule (ii). Since "wolf" and "fox" are both *agents* in these meanings, rules (i) and (iii) can be associated into an S category (Category 1), and the order *before* between these two rules and rule (ii) can be acquired as a syntactic rule. Similarly, in mappings (1) and (3), /m/ of rule (ii) and /b/ of rule (iv) follow /d/ of rule (i), thus inducing a V category (Category 2) associating rules (ii) and (iv) and a syntactic rule *after*. Now, since Categories 1 and 2 respectively associate rules (i) and (iii) as well as rules (ii) and (iv), the two syntactic rules are updated as "Category 1 (S) \<\< Category 2 (V)" (or simply SV), i.e., the syllables of the lexical rules in the S category precede those in the V category.

In this way, agents gradually construct categories linking different lexical rules with different local orders, and merge categories having identical syntactic roles. Finally, all lexical rules encoding semantic constituents having the same thematic roles can be largely associated into the same categories having the corresponding syntactic roles, and the local orders among these categories can form a consistent global order to regulate the lexical rules from these categories in utterance.

These learning mechanisms are in line with the item-based \[[@pone.0142281.ref065]\], connectionist \[[@pone.0142281.ref068],[@pone.0142281.ref069]\], exemplar-based \[[@pone.0142281.ref070]\] and other usage-based \[[@pone.0142281.ref071],[@pone.0142281.ref072]\] accounts of language acquisition, all stressing that language is acquired and processed in a piecemeal and bottom-up fashion.

Communication {#sec010}
-------------

A linguistic communication involves two agents (a speaker and a listener), who perform a number of *utterance exchange*. Each exchange proceeds in three steps: speaker's production, listener's comprehension, and update of both agents.

In production, the speaker first selects randomly an integrated meaning from the semantic space. Then, it chooses some of its lexical, syntactic, and category rules in its LTM to form one or several candidate sets for production, each offering an utterance to encode the chosen meaning. After that, the speaker calculates the combined strength of each set, chooses the set having the highest combined strength, builds the utterance accordingly, and transmits the utterance to the listener. The combined strength is calculated as the sum of the lexical contribution (average strength of the lexical rules in this set) and syntactic contribution (average product of the strengths of the syntactic rules regulating the lexical rules and the association weights of those lexical rules to the categories in this set): $$Combined\ Strength = Avg(str(LexRule(s))) + Avg(aso(Cats) \times str(SynRule(s)))$$

Where *Avg* means taking average, *str* means rule strength, *aso* means association weights, and *LexRule(s)*, *SynRule(s)* and *Cats* are lexical rules, syntactic rules and categories. For example, see [Fig 1](#pone.0142281.g001){ref-type="fig"}, the three categories, three lexical rules encoding "wolf", "fox", and "fight〈\#, \#〉", and two syntactic rules SV and SO in those categories collectively form a candidate set to encode "fight〈wolf, fox〉". The combined strength of this set is 0.98, in which the lexical contribution is 0.6 ((0.7+0.6+0.5)/3) and the syntactic contribution is 0.38 ((0.8×(0.7+0.6)/2+0.4×(0.7+0.5)/2)/2).

If lacking enough rules to encode the chosen meaning, the speaker either makes no production or occasionally (under *the creation rate*) creates a holistic rule to encode the whole meaning, puts this rule in its LTM, and transmits the utterance of this rule to the listener.

In comprehension, the listener receives the utterance produced by the speaker and an *environmental cue*. The cue, as non-linguistic information, contains an integrated meaning plus a *cue strength*. Cues are unreliable (not always containing the speaker's intended meaning); otherwise, linguistic communications would become unnecessary, since meanings in exchanged utterances can be explicitly transferred via this non-linguistic information. We define *reliability of cue* (*RC*) to denote how often the listener obtains a correct cue (containing the speaker's chosen meaning) in an utterance exchange; otherwise, the listener receives a wrong cue (containing an integrated meaning randomly selected in the semantic space and distinct from the speaker's chosen meaning). For example, if *RC* is 0.6, the listener has a 60% chance of obtaining the correct cue in each round of utterance exchange; otherwise, it obtains a wrong cue. The effect of *RC* on language evolution and the coevolution between language and *RC* levels (reflecting the degree of joint attention) have been systematically discussed in \[[@pone.0142281.ref041]\].

The listener selects some of its lexical, syntactic, and category rules in its LTM that can interpret the heard utterance as integrated meaning(s). Then, the listener compares the cue's meaning with the meaning(s) comprehended by its linguistic rules, and sets up candidate sets for comprehension. If the cue's meaning matches exactly or partially the one interpreted by some linguistic rules, the cue joins those rules to form a candidate set. For example, if some linguistic rules provide an incomplete meaning, "chase〈tiger, \#〉", and the cue says "chase〈tiger, sheep〉", since the constituents specified by the linguistic rules match those in the cue's meaning, the cue and these linguistic rules form a candidate set, the meaning of which is "chase〈tiger, sheep〉". Otherwise, if there is no match between the cue's meaning and the meaning interpreted by some linguistic rules, the cue itself forms a candidate set. If some linguistic rules also provide a complete interpretation, these rules will form another candidate set. For example, if the linguistic rules offer a complete interpretation, "run〈tiger〉", but the cue says "fight〈wolf, tiger〉", then, the cue itself forms a candidate set, the meaning of which is "fight〈wolf, tiger〉". This set will compete with the set formed by the linguistic rules, the meaning of which is "run〈tiger〉".

The listener calculates the combined strength of each set: $$Combined\ Strength = Avg(str(LexRule(s))) + Avg(aso(Cats) \times str(SynRule(s))) + str(Cue)$$

Here, for a set without a cue, its combined strength is calculated exactly the same as that in production; for a set having a cue, the cue strength is added to the combined strength. After calculation, the listener chooses the set having the highest combined strength for comprehension.

If the combined strength of the set used by the listener for comprehension exceeds a confidence threshold, the utterance exchange is deemed successful. Then, the listener stores the perceived M-U mapping to its STM, and both the speaker and the listener reward the rules in their chosen sets, by adding a fixed amount to their strengths and association weights, and penalize competing rules in other sets, by deducting the same amount from their strengths and association weights. Otherwise, the utterance exchange is deemed failed. Then, the listener discards the perceived mapping, and both agents penalize the rules in their chosen sets. Widely used in many models of language evolution (e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref031],[@pone.0142281.ref040]\]), such lateral inhibition adjusting mechanism can lead to conventionalization of linguistic knowledge. Throughout the utterance exchange, there is no direct check whether the speaker\'s intended meaning matches the listener's comprehended one. In order to equally treat the linguistic information and non-linguistic information (cue), we set the cue strength equal to the confidence threshold.

For linguistic rules stored in the corresponding LTMs, agents frequently (scaled to the population size) deduct a fixed amount from their strengths and association weights. Then, lexical or syntactic rules having negative strengths are discarded from the corresponding LTM, lexical rules having negative association weights to some categories are removed from those categories, and categories having no lexical members are also discarded from the corresponding LTM.

[Table 1](#pone.0142281.t001){ref-type="table"} shows the parameter setting for the learning mechanisms and communication (see \[[@pone.0142281.ref063],[@pone.0142281.ref064]\] for the discussion of the sensitivity of the simulation results to these parameters).

10.1371/journal.pone.0142281.t001

###### Parameter setting for the learning mechanisms and communication scenario.
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  Parameter                                                                   Value
  --------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------
  Number of utterance exchange per communication                              20
  Random creation rate                                                        0.25
  Reliability of cue (*RC*)                                                   0.6
  Cue strength                                                                0.75
  Confidence threshold                                                        0.75
  Adjusting amount on rule strengths and association weights in competition   0.1
  Adjusting amount on rule strengths and association weights in forgetting    0.01
  Frequency of forgetting (scaled to population size)                         10
  Signalling space size                                                       30

Language origin takes place in this model as follows. At the early stage, to encode salient integrated meanings, agents randomly create holistic expressions. These instances allow recurrent patterns to appear. Based on the general learning mechanisms, agents begin to extract recurrent patterns as compositional rules. Then, the competition between holistic and compositional rules occurs both inside and among idiolects. A holistic rule can only express one integrated meaning, whereas a compositional rule, due to combination, can encode many integrated meanings all involving the constituent(s) encoded by this rule. This makes compositional rules be referred to more frequently than holistic rules in communications. Accordingly, compositional rules gradually win the competition. With more compositional rules being shared by agents, a communal language comprising a set of common lexical rules and consistent word orders originates in the population.

Theoretical Framework and Simulation Setup {#sec011}
==========================================

Theoretical framework {#sec012}
---------------------

The framework involves both *biological transmissions* (offspring copy parents' LTM capacities with occasional mutation) and *cultural transmissions* (adults talk to each other or to offspring) (see [Fig 3](#pone.0142281.g003){ref-type="fig"}). Generation replacement regularly occurs after a fixed number of cultural transmissions. During the replacement, half of the adults are chosen as parents, each producing one offspring. Offspring initially have no linguistic knowledge, and copy their parents' LTM capacities with occasional mutation. The offspring replace their parents after learning. Such punctuated setting helps explicitly trace the evolution across generations; in reality, however, biological and cultural transmissions are intertwined. In our study, each parent produces one offspring, whereas in \[[@pone.0142281.ref041]\], each produces two. From the perspective of evolutionary algorithms, these two ways of setting do not induce significantly different results, since the primary factors influencing the simulation results are how to choose parents to reproduce and how to select adults to talk to offspring.

![Theoretical framework (adapted from \[[@pone.0142281.ref041]\]).](pone.0142281.g003){#pone.0142281.g003}

*Communicative success* (*CS*) of an agent indicates the fitness of this agent in the population at each generation. For a particular agent *i*, its *CS* is measured as the mean percentage of meanings that agent *i* can accurately understand (based on acquired linguistic knowledge) when others talk to agent *i*: $$CS_{i} = \frac{\sum\limits_{j}{\text{Number~of~understandable~meanings~between~agent~}j\text{~and~agent~}i}}{\text{Total~number~of~integrated~meanings} \times \text{(Number~of~agents~-~1)}}$$

Note that *CS* can also be defined as the percentage of meanings understandable to others when an agent talks to them, and the simulation results are similar.

Mean *CS* over all adults of a generation is defined as *understanding rate* (*UR*): $$UR = \frac{1}{\text{Number~of~agents}}{\sum\limits_{i}{CS_{i}}}$$

A high *UR* shows that agents at that generation can use the evolving language to accurately exchange a large proportion of meanings.

We also measure *Gen* as the ratio of the total number of generations for *UR* to reach a high value (set as 0.8, meaning that most agents can accurately exchange 80% of all meanings): $$Gen = \frac{\text{Number~of~generations~for~evolved~}UR\text{~to~first~exceed~}0.8}{\text{Total~number~of~generations}}$$

Measurement of *Gen* is done after all *UR*s at every sampling points are calculated. If evolved *UR* remains below 0.8 throughout all generations, *Gen* is set to 1.0. *Gen* reflects the efficiency of the origin of a communal language with a high *UR*; the smaller the *Gen*, the more quickly a communal language with a high *UR* can emerge.

As a cultural phenomenon, language use is inseparable from the socio-cultural environment of language speakers; accordingly, cultural selection can cast its influence on language evolution. As an individual behavior, language acquisition and use are also determined by relevant individual cognitive abilities; accordingly, natural selection can also cast its influence on these abilities. The theoretical framework takes account of both natural and cultural selections, and both selections take effect based on individual *CS*. Natural selection chooses adults who can better understand others (having higher *CS*) as parents producing offspring; cultural selection selects adults having higher *CS* as teachers talking to offspring. Here, we only address one type of cultural selection, i.e., manipulating individuals to participate in communications based on their linguistic understandability. There are other types of cultural selection that may affect language and other socio-cultural phenomena \[[@pone.0142281.ref073]\].

One may argue that since language communications take place in a cultural environment cultural selection should also determine which linguistic rules are kept and which rules are discarded by individuals, and there are many simulations involving exclusively such kind of cultural evolution and leaving out the biological evolution of language to explore whether cultural evolution alone is sufficient to trigger grammar (e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref040]\]). Such argument confuses cultural phenomenon with cultural selection. Language is no doubt a cultural phenomenon. Its evolution proceeds via iterated cultural transmissions among generations of individuals. During transmissions, as shown in other models, given reasonable settings of biological properties (e.g., memory size), agents can develop a communal language by "selecting" linguistic rules frequently and successfully used. Such process also takes place in our model; with or without selections, agents keep choosing and adjusting their available rules to reach mutual understanding. However, the dynamics of language evolution is also subject to constraints from both the cultural aspect (e.g., factors restricting who can interact with whom) and the biological aspect (e.g., factors manipulating individual behaviors during production or perception of linguistic materials), which may exert selective pressures during language evolution. Our framework focuses more on the natural and cultural selections casted by such constraints, and aims to clarify which type of selection plays a more important role in the evolutions of language and related cognitive abilities.

Simulation Setup {#sec013}
----------------

We conduct five sets of simulations based on the theoretical framework. The *NoChange* set contains no cultural and natural selections, nor mutation on LTM capacity. During generation replacement, parents and teachers are randomly chosen, and offspring copy exactly their parents' LTM capacities. This set of simulations serves as the baseline for the discussion of the coevolution between language and LTM capacities.

The other four sets (*NoNat_NoCul*, without natural and cultural selections; *Nat_NoCul*, with natural selection but without cultural selection; *NoNat_Cul*, without natural selection but with cultural selection and *Nat_Cul*, with both natural and cultural selections) follow a 2×2 factorial design, with natural and cultural selections as two factors each having two levels (in effect or not). When natural selection is in effect, adults with higher *CS* will have higher chances to produce offspring; otherwise, each adult has an equal chance of reproduction. When cultural selection is in effect, adults with higher *CS* will have higher chances to speak to offspring; otherwise, each adult has an equal chance to talk to offspring. In addition, when offspring copy their parents' LTM capacities, mutation occurs at a constant rate, during which the copied capacity is increased or decreased (with equal chances) with a fixed amount.

In each condition, we conduct 50 simulations. In each simulation, individual LTM capacities and *UR* of the communal language are measured at 201 sampling points evenly distributed throughout 2000 generations. In the *NoChange* set, *Gen* was also measured at the end of each simulation. We adopt a two-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA \[[@pone.0142281.ref074]\]) to disentangle the effects of natural and cultural selections on *UR* of the communal language and individual LTM capacities. Statistical analyses are conducted using SPSS v.21.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). In the analyses, the dependent variable is the mean *UR* or LTM capacity over 50 simulations, the fixed factors are natural and cultural selections, and the covariant is generation (201 sampling points). Using ANCOVA, rather than ANOVA, helps partial out the influence of the covariant on the dependent variable. Apart from ANCOVA, a hierarchical linear model (a.k.a. generalized linear mixed effect models) \[[@pone.0142281.ref075]\] may also be used to analyze the results. It treats generation as a random factor, and the mean *UR* or mean *LTM* capacities at different generations of a run as repeated measures of those variables. Such model reports similar results to the ANCOVA.

[Table 2](#pone.0142281.t002){ref-type="table"} lists the parameter setting of most simulations reported in the paper. The population includes 10 agents. Population size correlates with the number of transmissions among adults and the number of transmissions between adults and offspring in each generation: under a bigger population, similar results can be obtained when agents conduct more cultural transmissions per generation. The number of generations is set to 2000, which is sufficient to observe the possible coevolution at a mutation rate 0.05. The mutation rate controls the speed of the adjustment on individual LTM capacity: the smaller the mutation rate, the more generations needed for the coevolution to manifest and *stabilize* (the mean LTM capacity among agents and the mean *UR* of the communal language will not change much across generations). In our study, the mutation rate may not strictly resemble the actual rate in biological transmissions.

10.1371/journal.pone.0142281.t002

###### Parameter setting of the simulations.
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  Parameter                                                            Value
  -------------------------------------------------------------------- -------
  Number of intra-generational transmissions per generation            100
  Number of inter-generational transmissions per generation            200
  Mutation rate                                                        0.05
  Adjusting amount on LTM capacity for lexical rules during mutation   1
  Fixed STM capacity                                                   40
  Fixed LTM capacities for syntactic rules and categories              40

In most simulations, the semantic space of the evolving language contains 64 meanings, each having identical chances to be produced in communications. Agents in the first generation can only express eight of these meanings using eight shared holistic rules in their LTMs. This limited number of shared rules comprises the preliminary signaling system of early hominins (note that simulations starting with no shared rules show similar results), and the meanings encoded in these rules contain all semantic constituents involved in the total 64 meanings.

New meanings or salient innovations are certainly inevitable during the socio-cultural evolution of language, and formation or acquisition of new semantic concepts also calls for additional individual learning or socio-cultural mechanisms. All these may exert selective pressures on individual memory capacities. However, recklessly including these uncertainties will increase the complexity of the model, or even blur the language-memory coevolution under the natural and/or cultural selections that we consider. Therefore, in the current simulations, the semantic space and semantic constituents are predefined, shared among individuals, and fixed throughout the simulation.

Simulation Results {#sec014}
==================

The *NoChange* set {#sec015}
------------------

[Fig 4(a) and 4(b)](#pone.0142281.g004){ref-type="fig"} show the *UR* and *Gen* in the *NoChange* set of simulations under different initial LTM capacities (from 15 to 60, with step 5). To test the generality of the results, we conduct two additional sets of simulations, both involving no cultural and natural selections nor mutation on LTM capacity. In the first set, the semantic space is fixed at 64, but the number of generations is set to 1000 and 5000, respectively (see [Fig 4(a) and 4(b)](#pone.0142281.g004){ref-type="fig"}); in the second set, the number of generations is fixed at 2000, but the size of semantic space is set to 64, 125, and 216, respectively (see [Fig 4(c) and 4(d)](#pone.0142281.g004){ref-type="fig"}).

![Mean peak-*UR* (the highest *UR* throughout all generations) (a)(c) and *Gen* (b)(d) in the *NoChange* set of simulations.\
Error bars denote standard errors.](pone.0142281.g004){#pone.0142281.g004}

[Fig 4](#pone.0142281.g004){ref-type="fig"} illustrates an inherent correlation between LTM capacity and *UR* (and *Gen*): when the initial LTM capacity is below 30, *UR* remains low and *Gen* equals to 1.0; once it exceeds 30, along with the increase in it, *UR* starts to increase and *Gen* drop; and when it is above 45, *UR* remains high and *Gen* low, indicating that agents can quickly, within a few generations, develop a communal language with high *UR*. This correlation reveals a threshold LTM capacity (around 30), beyond which a communal language with high *UR* can emerge. Such threshold LTM capacity also suggests that without any biological or cultural selection, when the LTM capacity is small, a communal language with high *UR* cannot be triggered solely via cultural evolution during which agents keep selecting frequently and successfully used rules during communications.

One may wonder why the threshold LTM capacity is around 30. Answers to this question lie in the simulated semantic structures and correlations between semantic constituents across expressions, which are beyond the scope of the current study. Per our research question, these simulations confirm the correlation between LTM capacities and the understandability of the emergent language. According to the threshold, we set the initial LTM capacity in the other sets of simulations to two values, one around the threshold (30) and the other above (60), which help reveal whether and how natural and cultural selections cast their effects on the evolutions of language and LTM capacity.

The sets involving natural and/or cultural selections {#sec016}
-----------------------------------------------------

In these simulations, the LTM capacity of each agent in the first generation is randomly chosen from a Gaussian distribution, the standard deviation of which is 5 and the mean is 30 (or 60). This setting not only preserves the general characteristic of the population, but also incorporates a certain degree of individual difference.

In the condition of 30 LTM capacity, as for *UR*, the two-way ANCOVA reveals that: (a) natural selection has a significant main effect on *UR* (*F*(1, 40195) = 47979.969, *p* \< .001, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .544), whereas cultural selection does not (*F*(1, 40195) = 96.206, *p* = .422, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .000); (b) there is no significant interaction between the two selections (*F*(1, 40195) = 1.297, *p* = .532, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .051); and (c) the covariant (generations) interacts significantly with *UR* (*F*(1, 40195) = 8951.653, *p* \< .001, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .182).

Natural and cultural selections take effect throughout 2000 generations. Comparing absolute *UR* values at each sampling point would fail to reveal the general effects of these selections. Noting this, we further compare the marginal mean *UR*s (the average *UR* at all sampling points in all simulations) in the four sets of simulations. As shown in [Fig 5(a)](#pone.0142281.g005){ref-type="fig"}, the marginal *UR* in the sets with natural selection (*Nat_NoCul* and *Nat_Cul*) appears significantly higher than that in the sets without (*NoNat_NoCul* and *NoNat_Cul*), whereas the marginal mean *UR* in the sets with cultural selection (*NoNat_Cul* and *Nat_Cul*) is almost identical to that in the sets without (*NoNat_NoCul* or *Nat_NoCul*). These observations confirm that it is natural selection, rather than cultural selection, that drives the origin of a communal language with high *UR*, which echoes the statistically significant effect of natural selection on *UR*.

![Marginal mean *UR* (a) and LTM capacity (b) in the sets with and without natural (*Nat*) or cultural (*Cul*) selection.\
Mean *UR* and LTM capacity throughout 2000 generations in the sets with natural selection (c) and without (d). Error bars denote standard errors. Initial LTM capacity is 30.](pone.0142281.g005){#pone.0142281.g005}

As for LTM capacity, the two-way ANCOVA reveals that: (a) natural selection has a significant main effect on the LTM capacity (*F*(1, 40195) = 29360.665, *p* \< .001, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .422), whereas cultural selection does not (*F*(1, 40195) = .128, *p* = .721, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .000); (b) there is a significant interaction between the two selections (*F*(1, 40195) = 257.788, *p* \< .001, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .006), but the effect size (*η* ~*p*~ ^2^) remains small; and (c) the covariant also interacts significantly with the LTM capacity (*F*(1, 40195) = 1045.447, *p* \< .001, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .025).

Similar to *UR*, these results show that the evolution of the LTM capacity is achieved mainly by natural selection, rather than cultural selection. [Fig 5(b)](#pone.0142281.g005){ref-type="fig"} shows similar results based on the marginal mean LTM capacity.

Statistical tests reveal that natural selection gradually enhances an initially-low (around the threshold) LTM capacity, along with the origin of a communal language with high *UR*. Such coevolution can also be observed by tracing the mean *UR* and LTM capacity throughout 2000 generations: in the sets with natural selection (see [Fig 5(c)](#pone.0142281.g005){ref-type="fig"}), the mean *UR* rises from 0.125 (due to the eight initially-shared rules) to around 0.8, and the mean LTM capacity rises from 30 to around 38; in the sets without natural selection (see [Fig 5(d)](#pone.0142281.g005){ref-type="fig"}), however, both the mean *UR* and LTM capacity fluctuate around their initial values throughout generations.

In the condition of 60 LTM capacity, as for *UR*, the two-way ANCOVA shows that: (a) natural selection has a significant, but small effect on *UR* (*F*(1, 40195) = 1915.191, *p* \< .001, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .045); (b) cultural selection has a significant, but very small effect on *UR* (*F*(1, 40195) = 16.443, *p* \< .001, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .000); (c) there is no significant interaction between the two selections (*F*(1, 40195) = .036, *p* = .850, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .000); and (d) the covariant interacts significantly with *UR*, but the effect is very small (*F*(1, 40195) = 17.230, *p* \< .001, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .000).

As for LTM capacity, the two-way ANCOVA shows that: (a) natural selection has a significant, but very small effect on the LTM capacity (*F*(1, 40195) = 95.775, *p* \< .001, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .002); (b) cultural selection has a significant, but small effect on the LTM capacity (*F*(1, 40195) = 98.046, *p* \< .001, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .002); (c) there is a significant, but small interaction between the two selections (*F*(1, 40195) = 267.043, *p* \< .001, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .007); and (d) the covariant has no significant effect (*F*(1, 40195) = 3.482, *p* = .062, *η* ~*p*~ ^2^ = .000).

[Fig 6(a) and 6(b)](#pone.0142281.g006){ref-type="fig"} show the marginal mean *UR* and LTM capacity in the four sets of simulations. Differences in these indices remain small; change in *UR* is within 0.15 and change in LTM capacity is within 1. These indicate that when the initial LTM capacity is sufficiently large, both natural and cultural selections will not greatly influence the emergent language and LTM capacity, i.e., the coevolution between language and the LTM capacity as shown in the first condition disappears in the second condition.

![Marginal mean *UR* (a) and LTM capacity (b) in the sets with and without natural (*Nat*) or cultural (*Cul*) selection.\
Mean *UR* and LTM capacity throughout 2000 generations in the sets with natural selection (c) and without (d). Error bars denote standard errors. Initial LTM capacity is 60.](pone.0142281.g006){#pone.0142281.g006}

Disappearance of the coevolution is also evident by tracing the mean *UR* and LTM capacity throughout 2000 generations. As shown in [Fig 6(c) and 6(d)](#pone.0142281.g006){ref-type="fig"}, the mean *UR* and LTM capacity fluctuate around certain values, and the small differences of these indices between the sets with and without natural selection reflect the small main effects of natural or cultural selection on these indices. Note that the mean *UR* in [Fig 6(c) or 6(d)](#pone.0142281.g006){ref-type="fig"} is lower than 1.0 (complete understanding). This is due to the mutation and individual differences (agents have distinct initial LTM capacities) in these sets of simulations.

To evaluate the generality of these results, we conduct additional simulations under the same initial LTM capacities (30 and 60) but different sizes of the semantic space (125 and 216). These simulations show similar results (see [S1](#pone.0142281.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0142281.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs).

What happens if the initial LTM capacity is further below the threshold? To answer this question, we conduct another set of simulations under an initial LTM capacity of 20, much lower than the threshold shown in [Fig 4](#pone.0142281.g004){ref-type="fig"}. To give agents enough time to develop their LTM capacities, we increase the number of generations to 5000. A similar coevolution manifests in these simulations (see [Fig 7](#pone.0142281.g007){ref-type="fig"}): with natural selection, an initially-low LTM capacity is gradually enhanced above the threshold and a communal language with high *UR* is efficiently triggered; without natural selection, however, both the mean *UR* and LTM capacity fluctuate around their initial values.

![Mean *UR* and LTM capacity throughout 5000 generations in the sets with natural selection (a) and without (b).\
Initial LTM capacity is 20.](pone.0142281.g007){#pone.0142281.g007}

To evaluate the generality of these results, we conduct additional simulations under the same initial LTM capacities (20) but a bigger population (100 agents). Considering the correlation between the population size and the number of cultural transmissions per generation, we set the numbers of intra-generational and inter-generational transmissions to 1000 and 2000, respectively. A similar coevolution also takes place in these simulations (see [S3 Fig](#pone.0142281.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

General Discussions and Conclusions {#sec017}
===================================

Language-memory coevolution {#sec018}
---------------------------

These simulations illustrate a language-memory coevolution during language origin: an initially-low memory capacity is gradually enhanced to better serve the purpose of mutual understanding, and such coevolution disappears once the memory capacity reaches a sufficiently high level such that a communal language with high mutual understandability can efficiently emerge in the population.

As shown in the simulations, the initial LTM capacity (20 or 30), the threshold capacity (around 30), and the sufficient capacity (around 40) resulting from the coevolution are all smaller than the total number of integrated meanings in the semantic space (64 or more). Recall that the initially shared rules among agents are holistic, each encoding one integrated meaning involving an action, action instigator, and/or entity that undergoes the action. If agents keep using such holistic rules to encode meanings, 30, 40, or any value smaller than the total size of the semantic space would not be sufficient. However, checking the lexical rules shared by individuals, we find that along with the coevolution, most shared lexical rules are compositional, each encoding one semantic constitute (an action or an entity that performs or undergoes an action). Compared to the size of the semantic space, the number of semantic constituents is much smaller, and lexical rules encoding such constituents can be fully stored in limited LTM: in the semantic space of 64 meanings, there are only 12 semantic constituents; in the semantic space of 125 meanings, there are only 15 constituents; and in the semantic space of 216 meanings, there are only 18 constituents (note that the integrated meanings in a real language may not be constructed in this way, yet such arbitrary setting of semantic expressions can partially reflect the correlation between integrated meanings and semantic constituents therein). Regulated by consistent grammar (specified by similar syntactic and categorical rules), the small amount of compositional rules can combine to exchange most integrated meanings in the semantic space. Such compositional knowledge reduces the needed LTM capacity, thus making the adjustment on LTM capacity to the minimum and in pace with language origin, and strikes a balance between the huge amount of semantic expressions on the one hand and the limited memory capacity on the other. In addition, the transition from a holistic signaling system to a compositional language, due to individual learning mechanisms such as pattern extraction and sequential learning, is another important outcome of the language-memory coevolution, which also reflects an adaption of language to individual memory capacity.

Statistical analyses suggest that the language-memory coevolution is achieved by natural selection, rather than cultural selection or both. In our study, cultural selection selects adults with higher *CS* to talk to offspring. Even if the chosen adults have sufficient LTM capacities, without natural selection, they would not necessarily have higher chances to reproduce and transfer their memory capacities to offspring. In addition, with both selections in effect, adults having higher *CS* also have higher chances to reproduce, and offspring would learn only from those adults. However, such biased learning may damage mutual understandability in the whole population (see \[[@pone.0142281.ref076]\] for the collective and isolated effects of various forms of cultural transmission on language evolution). Furthermore, although the coevolution is achieved by natural selection, rather than the cultural selection that we define, cultural transmission is indispensable. By providing individuals with opportunities to develop their idiolects and linguistic knowledge, cultural transmission constructs the niche for natural selection to choose capable individuals based on their linguistic performances \[[@pone.0142281.ref006],[@pone.0142281.ref017]\] and thereby cast its effect on the coevolution between language and memory. From this point, our simulations reflect the effect of linguistic culture on human cognition \[[@pone.0142281.ref008],[@pone.0142281.ref077]\], and demonstrate that both biological and cultural transmissions are imperative for language evolution \[[@pone.0142281.ref078]\].

The language-memory coevolution shown in our study is in line with the coevolution between language and joint attention \[[@pone.0142281.ref041]\], both illustrating that in the context of language origin genetic assimilation can retain and expand communicatively-effective characteristics \[[@pone.0142281.ref077]\]. Once the LTM capacity or the degree of joint attention becomes associated with language use and communicative success leads to functional advantage (e.g., reproduction opportunities) for capable individuals, under the drive of communicative success, LTM or joint attention can piggyback on language, having its capacity or degree enhanced along with language origin. Nonetheless, there is a difference between the two types of coevolution: when the degree of joint attention is sufficiently high, natural selection helps ratchet this high degree; however, when the LTM capacity is large, both natural and cultural selections stop casting significant influences on the LTM capacity.

Such difference is partially due to the distinct roles of joint attention and LTM capacity in language communications. As for joint attention, it controls whether a common ground can be established so that the listener can receive a cue containing the speaker's intended meaning. In this situation, cultural selection cannot cast a direct effect on joint attention. Even if many rounds of communications are available, without sufficient common grounds, listeners still fail to grasp a sufficient amount of shared knowledge to understand each other. Therefore, even though the degree of joint attention is high, natural selection remains necessary to preserve this high degree for achieving mutual understandability. As for LTM capacity, it determines whether there is enough space for acquired linguistic knowledge. Given sufficient memory capacities, agents can develop similarly-high degrees of mutual understandability in each generation, thus having roughly-equal chances to be parents (or teachers). In this situation, even without any selection, a high *UR* and not-greatly-changed LTM capacity can be preserved across generations. Therefore, the effects of both natural and cultural selections on the LTM capacity (and *UR*) become implicit.

Limitations of the current model {#sec019}
--------------------------------

"Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are useful." \[[@pone.0142281.ref079]\] (p. 242). The adopted language origin model in our study inevitably involves some aspects of simplicity and specificity \[[@pone.0142281.ref037]\]. For example, similar to most available models of language origin and evolution, our model assumes that agents already have the intention to communicate with each other, and implements a simple way of deducting encoded meanings in exchanged utterances from unreliable environment cues and linguistic rules. There are a bunch of theoretical and experimental explorations on how communicative intention itself could emerge and get detected by humans by means of a set of meta-cognitive abilities (e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref026],[@pone.0142281.ref080]\]). Although this issue appears to be important for language origin and human cognition, the current model could not address it.

In addition, the model implements a specific set of learning mechanisms to develop and acquire particular types of semantic expressions. With necessary modification, a similar language-memory coevolution may also occur in other models involving other types of processing mechanisms and linguistic expressions. In other words, the language-memory coevolution should not be restricted within the current detailed model.

Furthermore, our simulations define a fixed semantic space. Nonetheless, we can reasonably predict that the coevolution between language and LTM capacity ensures that when linguistic complexity increases (e.g., expressions containing salient constituents or structures become available, thus requiring storing more or new types of linguistic knowledge in memory), the relevant memory capacity will keep adapting accordingly.

Real language is surely much more abundant in semantic expressions and syntactic forms than what are simulated in the current model. Instead of estimating the concrete memory capacities of early hominins (some comparative findings may shed light on this question, e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref081]\]), the foci of our study lie in: whether natural and/or cultural selections can cause adjustment on relevant memory capacity to better serve the purpose of storing linguistic knowledge for mutual understanding; and under what conditions such adjustment manifests or ceases to effect. Findings in these small-scale simulations are informative to the actual coevolution between language and memory capacity under much bigger semantic space and more complex setting.

Coevolution hypothesis between language and cognition {#sec020}
-----------------------------------------------------

A common challenge to the coevolution hypothesis between language and cognition is that change in language, which is transmitted mainly via cultural transmission, usually occurs faster than change in socio-cognitive abilities, which is transmitted mainly via biological transmission \[[@pone.0142281.ref029],[@pone.0142281.ref082],[@pone.0142281.ref083]\].

Our study is not subject to this challenge. First of all, neither joint attention nor LTM capacity is language-specific; instead, they are shared by humans and non-human primates, exist prior to language, and naturally participate in general communicative activities. Therefore, it would take a lesser evolutionary step to adopt these competencies for language use than it is to invent these competences to serve this purpose from scratch \[[@pone.0142281.ref016]\], and genetic assimilation on such general competencies could effectively catch up with the changing language \[[@pone.0142281.ref082]\].

In addition, both types of coevolution (between language and memory capacity and between language and joint attention) could be most possible and explicit at the early stage of language origin. After coevolution, language is free to vary during cultural evolution, and individuals can keep pace with it using their well-developed cognitive abilities.

Furthermore, so far there lacks decisive evidence on whether the degree of joint attention or the LTM capacity are transmitted genetically (some genetic research shows that a lexicon size is very likely to be inheritable \[[@pone.0142281.ref033]\]). Neuroimaging studies discover that long-term training can also gradually induce neural or anatomical changes in monkey and human brains, thus influencing their cognitive abilities \[[@pone.0142281.ref084]\]. Such neural evidence points out that there could be alternative ways than genetic transmissions to adjust the degrees of cognitive abilities. Even though, the degree-difference in joint attention or memory capacity between humans and non-human primates can still be ascribed to the selective pressure of communicative success during cultural transmissions.

The coevolution hypothesis between language and related cognitive abilities advocates that there exists no clear-cut distinction between biological and cultural evolutions (especially during language origin) \[[@pone.0142281.ref006],[@pone.0142281.ref024]\], and that human language is *par excellence* a bio-cultural hybrid originating via a continuous coevolution \[[@pone.0142281.ref021],[@pone.0142281.ref028],[@pone.0142281.ref085]\]. These perspectives help revise the dogma that the biological evolution leading to language readiness and the cultural evolution of modern languages must take place at consecutive stages of language evolution \[[@pone.0142281.ref010],[@pone.0142281.ref086]\].

To further verify the coevolution hypothesis and better understand the evolutions of language and cognition, we need to keep exploring whether the hypothesis can also interpret the degree differences in other language-related abilities between humans and other animals, and meanwhile, seek more direct evidence in neuroscience, psychology, and animal behavior studies about how these abilities are applied, transmitted, and adjusted in humans and other animals. To meet these challenges, an interdisciplinary approach integrating the knowledge and techniques from not only linguistics but also a variety of relevant disciplines, as exemplified in our study and many others (e.g. \[[@pone.0142281.ref041],[@pone.0142281.ref087]\]), has been proved to be the most effective \[[@pone.0142281.ref002],[@pone.0142281.ref003],[@pone.0142281.ref009],[@pone.0142281.ref016],[@pone.0142281.ref057],[@pone.0142281.ref078],[@pone.0142281.ref088],[@pone.0142281.ref089]\].

Supporting Information {#sec021}
======================

###### Mean *UR* and LTM capacity throughout 2000 generations in the sets with natural selection (a)(c) and without (b)(d).

Initial LTM capacity is 30. In (a)(b), the semantic space has 125 meanings. In (c)(d), the semantic space has 216 meanings.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Mean *UR* and LTM capacity throughout 2000 generations in the sets with natural selection (a)(c) and without (b)(d).

Initial LTM capacity is 60. In (a)(b), the semantic space has 125 meanings. In (c)(d), the semantic space has 216 meanings.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Mean *UR* and LTM capacity throughout 2000 generations in the sets with natural selection (a) and without (b).

The population has 100 agents. Initial LTM capacity is 20.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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